GaPaCard - General Terms and Conditions
Important tips and conditions for the usage of the benefits of the GaPaCard, our electronic visitor’s
card:
The GaPaCard is only valid in connection with the formal registration form filled out by your host.
The GaPaCard is non-transferable.
The GaPaCard is only valid for regular benefits, not for special events.
There’s no guarantee and no substitution for the benefits in case of adverse weather, seasonal reasons
or unexpected happenings.
The following conditions apply to the business terms as follows.

General Terms
Individuals which stay at an accommodation in Garmisch-Partenkirchen and which are formally
registered (except guests who are exempt from the visitor’s tax) are authorized to use the benefits of
the GaPaCard. You’ll find all the benefits in full at www.gapa.de/gapacard_en.

Disclaimer of the Market town Garmisch-Partenkirchen
The owner of the GaPaCard abdicates any warranty claims or damages for nonperformance against the
market town Garmisch-Partenkirchen. In case of failure of performance of the benefits, there’s no
compensation provided. The GaPaCard doesn’t include any insurance benefits.

Range of benefits
The working hours of some service provider may be diversified caused by weather or seasonal
variations. In this case the owner of the GaPaCard abdicates any warranty claims and for
nonperformance of missed activities.
Garmisch-Partenkirchen is allowed to cancel any arrangements with any service provider at any time.
No person may put in a claim.

Requirement of issue
The guest receives a GaPaCard for the length of stay from his host. The following conditions are
agreed.

Non-Transferability and loss
The GaPaCard is a non-transferable personal visitor’s card and may only be used in conjunction with
valid photo identification. There’ll be no substitute if the card is not used to its full benefits. If the
GaPaCard is lost, the host should be informed immediately. If a duplicate is issued the original card will
lose its validity.

Validity
The GaPaCard is valid from date of arrival inclusive date of departure. The card must be inscribed with
the holders’ full name, the period of stay and the name of accommodation. At the end of stay,
nonarrival (f.e. case of illness) or early departure the GaPaCard loses its validity.

Rates
The GaPaCard is not freely available. Only guests that are staying in Garmisch-Partenkirchen are
entitled to demand the GaPaCard. They have to be registered and taxable as well (excluded are
disabled people of 100 % disability with proper identification).

Utilization
To claim the benefits the card holder just has to present the GaPaCard. The validity will be checked by
a laser scanner or visual testing. Upon request the guest has to show his photo identification. At refusal
to show ID the benefit may be rejected.

Self-control
Please insure that your GaPaCard is filled out correctly. If not please turn to your host immediately. He
is responsible for the issue of the GaPaCard.

Misuse
The GaPaCard will be confiscated in case of improper use and even upon reasonable suspicion of
malpractice. At this point charges will be pressed. In case of loss or theft of the card the holder has to
inform his host immediately. The card will be canceled out.

Data security
With the issue of the GaPaCard the host agrees to the obligation to observe confidentiality in order to
prevent misuse.

Place of jurisdiction
For all subsequent disputes the place of jurisdiction is Garmisch-Partenkirchen. The German law is valid
only.
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